Retirement Strategies- The Best Way To Plan For Retirement
9:00 AM Presented By Sandra Brown, Senior Retirement
Consultant
Sandra Brown is principal of Senior Watchdog Inc. and has been working with those
already retired or nearing retirement for the last several years. She is an
independent, licensed Life and Health broker, is certified in Long-Term Care
Insurance and is a Certified Senior Advisor for Health, Retirement and Social needs.
Whether retirement planning, Medicare or Social Security advising, Sandra always
works in a fiduciary manner. She is also a lifetime member of “Who’s Who in
Business” and a proud member of The National Ethics Association, Society of Senior
Advisors, Trusted Choice, Illinois Independent Insurance Agents, and both the
National Association of Medicare Supplemental/ Medicare Advantage Plans and the
American Association of Medicare Supplements. Senior Watchdog, Inc. is an
accredited business with Better Business Bureau. As a former nurse, Sandra has
worked in the health care field for more than 20 years, gaining a vast knowledge of
Medicare insurance. She was born and raised in LaSalle County in Illinois.
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“Effective Communication Strategies”
10:15 AM Presented by Hadi Finerty, Senior Management of
Education and Outreach for the Alzheimer’s Association.


Communication is more than just talking and listening– it’s also about sending and
receiving messages through attitude, tone of voice, facial expressions and body
language. As people with Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias progress in their
journey and the ability to use words is lost, families need new ways to connect. Join
us to explore how communication takes place when some has Alzheimer’s , learn to
decode the verbal and behavioral messages delivered by some with dementia, and
identify strategies to help you connect and communication at each state of the
disease. Hadi Finerty is the Senior Manager of Education and Outreach for the
Alzheimer’s Association- Illinois Chapter. She strives to educate five counties in
Illinois on Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias including warning signs, planning
ahead and promoting brain health.

